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Abstract: A nonlinear Fredholm integral equation, depending on two real parameters, is given. We present a new direct 
method to find simple bifurcation points and isola of this equation. The method involves the solution of a large system 
of nonlinear integral equations. A multigrid technique is used to solve those functional equations. Afterwards an 
extrapolation scheme can be used to improve the accuracy of the results. 
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1. Introduction 
we consider a nonlinear integral equation 
f(x) +(x, Y, f(r), A, p)d_v = t(x, A, cc), 
0 
x E [O, 11 (1.1) 
where h and p are real parameters. We want to calculate bifurcation points of (1.1). An 
important class of methods for finding such singular points are the so-called direct methods. In a 
direct method one replaces the original equation by an extended system. 
This technique has been used successfully by several authors, e.g. by Moore [4] and Seydel 
[6,7]. Most methods were implemented for ordinary differential equations. In this article we 
present a new direct method for the calculation of simple bifurcation points and isola. In Section 
2 and 3 we will formulate the problem in an arbitrary Banach space. In Section 4 and 5 the 
methods will be refined for nonlinear integral equations. These refinements lead to a fully 
automatic Fortran program. Numerical results are given in Section 6. 
2. Mathematical preliminaries 
Suppose we have a family of 
F(x, A, 110 = 0 
nonlinear equations 
(2.1) 
where x belongs to some Banach space X, h and p are real parameters and F is a nonlinear 
operator from the Banach space X into a Banach space Y. (x*, h*, cl*) is a singular point of (2.1) 
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if the Frechet derivative F:(x*, X*, p*) is singular. In this article we will assume that it’s 
nullspace is one-dimensional. 
N(F.(x*, X*, p*))=span(+), $#O, +EX. (2.2) 
We also assume that I;;‘(x*, X*, CL*) is a Fredholm operator of index 0 and that the adjoint 
operator has also a one-dimensional nullspace. 
N( F;*(x*, x*, p*))=span(J,), $+O, $E Y* (2.3) 
where Y* denotes the space of linear mappings from Y into Iw. We will only consider bifurcation 
points in the X-direction. A point (x*, X*, ,u*) is called a bifurcation point if 
Fi(x*, X*, p*) E Range( F:(x*, X*, p*)). (2.4) 
It is called a simple bifurcation point if 
B*-4AC>O, (2.5) 
and an isole if 
B*--AC<0 (2.6) 
where 
A = $J,(I$‘,(x*, h*, p*) + 2I$(x*, X*, /..+u + F;;(x*, X*, y*)ww), 
B = $@:,(x*, A*, cc*)+ + F::(x*, A*, P*)$w), 
c= &q;(x*, h*, cl*)++ 
and w is a solution of 
(2.7) 
F;(x*, x*, #u*)w = -q(x*, x*, /.t*). (2.8) 
Finally we will assume that ~1 can be considered as an unfolding parameter for the singularity 
in (x*, X*, p*), so that 
$q(x*, x*, /.&cl*) # 0. (2 -9) 
3. Definition and analysis of the extended system 
The conditions from Section 2 are sufficient to calculate bifurcation points of (2.1). From 
conditions (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4) we find that the bifurcation point (x*, X*, cl*) must satisfy 
F(x*, x*, /k*) = 0, F;*(x*, x*, p*)+ = 0, 
#u-l-O, #Fi(x*, x*, #u*) = 0 
(3.1) 
.where u E Y is fixed. This system is a generalization of the system defined by Moore [4]. 
Theorem 3.1. If (x*, X*, /.L*) is a simple bifurcation point or an isole and if the conditions (2.2), 
(2.3), (2.4) and (2.9) are satisfied, then the extended system (3.1) has an isolated solution. 
Proof. We define an operator H from XX Y* X R X R into Y X X* X Iw X IFS as follows: 
H(x, #, A, cl) = (F(x, A, cl), F:*(x, A, r-1)$, #u - 1, #G(x, A, P)). (3.2) 
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It is sufficient to prove that the Frechet derivative H’( Y’) is nonsingular at Y* = 
(x*, $, A*, p*)_ Let dy = (d x, d#, dX, dp) be an arbitrary element of XX Y* x IF4 x IR, then 
H’( y*)dy = 0 is equivalent to 
F;dx + F;dX + F;dp = 0, (3.3a) 
F;*dJ/+(F;*):dxd++(F;*):,#dX+(F;*);#d~=O, (3.3.b) 
drC/ u=O, (3.3.c) 
d$ FL + #F$dx + JIF&dX + #F&dp = 0, (3.3.d) 
Here we have omitted the argument (x*, A*, p*) to simplify the notation. Since Fi E Range( F:) 
and F,’ 4 Range( Fi) we find that equation (3.3.a) is solvable if and only if dp = 0. Let w, be a 
solution of 
F;w,,= -Fi, (3.4) 
then the most general solution of (3.3.a) is given by 
dx=dXw,+cu+, dX,aEBB. (3.5) 
Substitution of (3.5) into (3.3.b) yields 
F;*drC/ = -dh[(F:*): w,,#+(F:*):, $1 -(_!:*):+#a (3.6) 
Equations (3.6) is solvable if and only if the right hand member belongs to Range( F:*). 
Equivalently if 
(~~;w,+ + #e#)dX + ~C/IQ+I = 0. (3.7) 
Let ((Y,,, dX,) be the solution of 
Bdh, + 2Ca, = 0, (dA,,)‘+(o1,)*= 1, (3.8) 
and let d$, satisfy 
F;*d &, = -dX,[(F,‘*):w,~+(F:*)~rCI] -a,(F,‘*):Grc/ (3.9) 
then the most general solution of (3.3.b) is given by 
dX = RdX,, a=RaO, drC,=Rd#,+B+, R,PEIW. (3.10) 
Substitution of (3.10) into equation (3.3.d) gives 
R[d+, Fi + dX,( #F;Xwo + JIFrA) + a&F&$] = 0. (3.11) 
Combining equations (3.4) and (3.9) we find that 
dJ/, F,: = dh,,(~~:w,w, + #I$;w,,) -t cr,\cIF::+w,,. (3.12) 
Substitution of (3.12) into (3.11) yields 
R(2AdX, + Ba,) = 0. (3.13) 
Since B2 - 4AC Z 0 equations (3.8) and (3.13) imply 
R = 0, a= 0, dh=O, dx=O (3.14) 
and 
dlL=PIC/, PER. (3.15) 
Finally substitution of (3.15) into (3.3.~) gives B#u = 0 or B = 0, which proves the theorem. 0 
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4. The numerical solution of the extended problem for integral equations 
If we want to calculate a bifurcation point of an integral equation of the form (1.1) then the 
extended system is 
f(x) -/lG(x, Y, f(u), A, p)dy - t(x, A, P) = 0, 
0 
Icl(x) +; (~9 x, f(x), A, +(y)dy = 0, 
J 
‘#(x)u(x)dx - 1= 0, 
0 
il#(x){G(x, A, CL) +/d’G;(x, Y, f(u), A, p)dy] = 0. 
To solve this system of nonlinear integral equations we use the Nystrom 
So we have to solve the following system of nonlinear algebraic equations. 
r,,i(f, J, X,p)=O fori=l,..., n, 
r2,i(f,q,h,p)=0 fori=l,..., n, 
r3(f, 6, A, p)=O, 
r4(f, L A, P) = 0 
(4.1 .a) 
(4.1 .b) 
(4.1 c) 
(4.1 .d) 
method [l, p. 88-921. 
(4.2.a) 
(4.2.b) 
(4.2.~) 
(4.2.d) 
wherej=(f, ,..., f,)’ and &=($, ,..., +,,)‘, and 
ri,;(f, 6, A, ~)=h- i wjG(xi, xi, fi, ‘7 P)-t(xi, ‘7 P), 
j-1 
‘3<f, J7 x, P)= 2 wj#j"j-lV 
j-l 
” / n 
rc+(f, $9 A, P)=iTIWi#i(t;(Xt, A, P>+ C WjGi(xi, Xj, fi, A, P) . 
j-l I 
(4.3.a) 
(4.3.b) 
(4.3.c) 
(4.3.d) 
From now on we omit the argument (f, 6, A, CL) and we introduce the notation r, = 
(r1,*,..., ri,,,)’ and r2 = (r2,i,. . . , r2_)‘. To solve this system in 2n + 2 unknowns we use Newton’s 
method. This means: if (f, 6, A, p) is the approximate solution after k iterations, then the 
solution after k + 1 iterations is given by (j-df, $ -diC/, A - dh, p - dp), where 
(df, dlC/, dp, dX) are calculated from: 
Adf - u,dh - uPdp = r,, (4.4.a) 
D-‘A’Dd# - Bdf - wAdA - wrdp = r,, (4.4.b) 
k’d+ = r,, (4.4.c) 
q’d~+p~df+s,dX+s,,d~=r,. (4.4.d) 
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Here we introduced the following notation: 
df=(df,,...,df,)‘, drC,= (d$,,..vd#n)‘t 
ux = (U~*,...JJXnL DA;= i w~G;(x;, xi, fi, ‘3 P)“f;(x,+ ‘9 P)v 
j-1 
up= (UP,,...dJJ~ up;= i wjG;(xi, xi, fi, A, El.)+‘;(x;, ‘9 P)y 
j=l 
k=(kl,...,k,)*, kj=WjUj, 
qx=(qh*9***9qxn)‘r qXizwiuXi~ 
P~=(PA~Y***~PA~)~* PXicwiwXi~ 
S,= 2 wi$i tiA(Xi, A, ,u) + k wjGyA(Xir Xj, fi, ‘3 P> 3 
i-l i j-l I 
t~~;‘,(xi, A, 11) + i wjGyp(xi, Xiv f/y ‘7 PL) 
j=l 
We also introduce the matrices 
D = diag( wi), 
B= diag(b,), bi=CWjGjj(xj, xi, f;., X, P)$j, 
A with elements aij = Sij - wig; ( xi, xi, fi, A, p), 
where 6ij is the Kronecker delta. 
Instead of solving the 2n + 2 equations (4.4) directly, we will use symmetry properties of this 
system to reduce the amount of computations. The result is that .we will have to solve eight 
systems, with n unknowns, with (almost) the same coefficient matrix. If we use e.g. a Gaussian 
elimination this will reduce the amount of computations by a factor eight for large values of n. 
Equation (4.4.a) can be written as follows: 
adf + A,dfo + uu - u,dX - u,,dp = r,, (4.5) 
a=0 (4.6) 
where A, is column s of the matrix A and a is the matrix A where column s is replaced by 
zeros. Let 2 be the matrix A where column s is replaced by u and df = 
(dfi,...,df,_i, 0, df,,,,..., df,). Then (4.5) is equivalent to 
Ahj+A,df, - u,dh - q,dp = r,. (4.7) 
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Equation (4.7) is equivalent o 
df= df’df, + df’dh + df3dp + df4, (4-g) 
and 
Adf’ = -A,, Adf2 = uA, 
Adf3 = vr, Adf4=ri. 
(4.9) 
We note that it is impossible to use the matrix A directly since (4.3.b) implies that A is singular. 
We now solve (4.4.b) in a similar way. 
Substitution of (4.8) into (4.4.b) and multiplication by D yields 
A’DdJ, - D( hdf2 + B,)df, - D( Bdj2 + wA)dX - D( Bdf3 + wP)dp = Dr2. (4.10) 
We remark that (4.4.~) can be written as 
u’Dd# = r3. (4.11) 
If we replace equation s in system (4.10) by (4.11) then we find 
A’Dd# = df,t, + dXt, + dpt3 + t, (4.12) 
where ti=(til,...,tin)’ and 
tli = 
i 
D(Adj’ +B,)i, ifs, 
0, i = s, 
tzi = 
D(jdj2+WA)i, i#s, 
0, i = s, 
t3i = 
i 
D(&df3+w,,)i, i+s, 
0, i =s, 
t& = 
D(Bdf4+r2)i, i#s, 
‘3 7 i=s. 
Equation (4.12) is equivalent o 
dJ/ = d$/‘df, + d$‘dX + drC13dp + dq4 (4.13) 
and 
A’Dd#’ = t,, 
a’Ddq3 = t,, 
A’DdJI’ = t,, 
A’Dd#4 = t,. 
(4.14) 
The three remaining unknowns df,, dX and dp can be calculated from the three equations we 
did not use yet, namely (4.6) and (4.4-d) and equation s of system (4.10) 
(df’),df, + (dj’).dA + (df3),dp = - (dj“)s, 
(A;Dd$’ - w,b,)df, + ( A:Dd#2 - WsWhs)dh +( A:Ddq3 - w,w,,)dp 
= w,r2, - A:DdtJ4, 
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(q;d$ + P’,df’ + Px,)df, + ( q;dq2 + P’,df’ + S,)dX + ( q;dG3 + p’,df3 + S,)d,u 
= r., - q;d# -&df4, 
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where Pi = ( pAI,. . . , PX~-~, 0, P~~+~,.. -, Pi,,). 
5. Further refinements 
In the present section we restrict ourselves to a particular type of approximation. We assume 
that the discrete nonlinear system (4.2) depends upon a parameter h > 0. For system (4.2) we 
introduce the notation 
MY,)=0 (5.1) 
and we assume that the solution y$ of (5.1) converges for h --, 0 to the solution y* of (4.1). For 
(4.1) we use the notation 
H(y) = 0. (5 *2) 
For a lot of integration rules this is possible (e.g. trapezoidale rule, Simpson rule etc.). 
5. I. The use of a multigrid algorithm 
In Section 4 we explained in detail how the nonlinear system (4.2) can be solved by Newton’s 
method. Assume that Newton’s method generates a sequence { y(“)}. 
The new iterate yck+‘) is calculated from 
H$,‘k’)dy’k’ = H,( _#‘0), #k+i) +G _ dy’k’. (5 -3) 
The convergence of this scheme is ultimately quadratic. A disadvantage of this scheme is that the 
Jacobian matrix H;(yCk’) is a full matrix for integral equations. To improve the efficiency of the 
method we replace (5.3) by 
&(P,&‘k’))d_ij ‘k)=P*h(&(y(k))) (5 -4) 
for some appropriate 5 > h. Here P,,i; is a projection (restriction) of functions defined on the 
finer grid to functions defined on the coarser grid. Since we use the Jacobian matrix for the 
coarser grid the amount of computations (and the storage in a computer program) will be 
reduced. We note that dyCk) is only the correction on the coarser grid. The correction on the finer 
grid can be calculated from djj (k) by the Nystriim method. [l, pp: 88-921. The convergence of 
this scheme will no longer by quadratic, but linear 
(ld3(‘+i)/(< c(?$‘l(djj(k)(] (5.5) 
for some c > 0. p depends on the accuracy of the integration rule. The algorithm of Section 4 
remains valid. The dimension of the matrices involved will be smaller, which reduces the amount 
of computations. 
5.2. Extrapolation 
Since the solution y* of H(y) = 0 is isolated the following result of Stetter is valid [8]: If 
H,,(y) - H(y) has an asymptotic expansion in even powers of h, then y$ - y* has also an 
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expansion in even powers of h (under certain conditions). As a consequence of this it is possible 
to improve the accuracy of the results by Richardson extrapolation. 
Define tij as follows: 
It is well 
t,, =yh*,, hi=ho? fori=1,2,..., 
‘i( j+ 1) = 
4jt(i+l)j - ‘,j 
4’-1 - (5.6) 
known [S, pp. 121-1241 that if Y: has an asymptotic expansion in even powers of h, 
tij - y* is bounded by 
(5.7) 
for appropriate cj > 0. 
6. Numerical results 
We have used the ideas of the previous sections in a Fortran program Solbif (a Solver of 
bifurcation problems). The user has to give an initial approximation of y = (f, 4, A, FL) on a 
coarse grid and also the desired accuracy. The program will calculate the solutions yz for several 
values of h. For each h a coarser grid (defined by %) will be chosen so that the amount of 
computations is kept to the minimum. The program will select the best element from the 
triangular table that can be set up with (5.6) [2]. Finally it will return the solution and an error 
estimate. All examples of Section 6 are solved with Solbif on the pdp 11/60 of the Department of 
Computer Science of the University of Leuven. 
Example 1. (Results given in Table 1.) 
(6.1) 
We calculated the simple bifurcation point near h = 4.7 and p = 0. We use the following 
notations: ades is the desired accuracy, erred is the predicted error, eact is the actual error, hfi, is 
the final value of h, j indicates the column from which the best element was chosen in the 
triangular table and time is the computing time in seconds. h* = 4.6919685916. 
Example 2. (Results given in Table 2.) 
1 - f() X- /[ f2(_Y)+Pyf(y) +Xx(1 3Y2) -- 1 1 dy=an+p. 
0 1 +xx(y-y3) 1+y2 
(6 4 
Table 1 
ader h 
10-2 4.6913986575 
10-4 4.6919691483 
10-6 4.6919690432 
10-a 4.6919685936 
eP=d 
0.28x10-’ 
0.49x 10-6 
0.33 x 1o-6 
0.58x10-* 
e act 
0.57 x 10-3 
0.56 x 1O-6 
0.45 x 1o-6 
0.20x10-~ 
h fin i time 
t 2 6 
ii 3 17 
I I6 3 22 
& 4 61 
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Table 2 
adcs f(l) epred eact h,n i time 
10-* 0.5011701523 0.62~10-~ 0.20x10-3 i! 2 5 
1O-4 0.5009715513 0.61 x 1O-6 0.39x10+ I Ib 3 18 
1O-6 0.5009715439 0.48x lo+ 0.40x 1o-6 h 3 21 
10-s 0.5009719352 0.98x lo-* 0.62x10-* ft 3 66 
We calculated the isole near X = 0.06 and p = 0.25. f*(l) = 0.5009719414. 
7. Conclusion 
Solbif is a fast algorithm to calculate bifurcation points of nonlinear integral equations. The 
error estimate is realistic. The examples of Section 6 (and many others) confirm that the actual 
error is between 20% and 140% of the predicted error. 
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